
Enjoy a Delicious Year of the Dog at
Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok

The Chinese New Year is fast approaching so why not make it a truly auspicious one for your family
and friends with our Chinese New Year menu items high above the Chao Phraya’s riverside and
celebrate the Silver Waves Chinese Restaurant way.

Our chef and his team have created two sumptuous set menus just for the occasion with Set Menu A
featuring creative Cantonese classics such as Peking duck, braised abalone with Taiwanese tofu in
brown sauce and steamed tiger prawns in garlic sauce to name but a few; while Set Menu B offers
our signature Silver Waves-style barbequed suckling pig, deep-fried snow fish with salt and chili and
wok-fried crab with XO sauce amongst the many delicacies for your enjoyment.

Set Menu A for 10 persons is available at THB 15,000 net including free-flow chrysanthemum tea or
Chinese tea.

Set Menu B for 10 persons is available at THB 17,000 net including free-flow chrysanthemum tea or
Chinese tea.

Alternatively, try our special menu item “Yee Sang”, a Cantonese-style raw fish salad, mixed with
shredded vegetables and a variety of sauces and condiments, among other ingredients. Yee Sang is
considered a symbol of abundance, prosperity and vigor.

In addition, you can indulge in the finest selection of delectable homemade dim sum with all the
classics and some of Chef’s innovative surprises too at our “All You Can Eat Dim Sum Lunch” and
share a truly special moment with those who mean the most to you in the incomparable setting of
Silver Waves Restaurant.

The “All You Can Eat Dim Sum Lunch” is priced at THB 888 per person for food only.
February 16th – 18th 2018.

So start the Year of the Dog in the most delicious way possible at Silver Waves Chinese Restaurant –
we’re waiting to welcome you!

For more information or reservations, please call Silver Waves Restaurant, Chatrium Hotel Riverside
Bangkok at 0 2307 8888 ext. 1948-49 or e-mail: silverwaves.chrb@chatrium.com.
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